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BR ASS CA R E

ABOUT BRASS

Equally luxe outdoors and in, brass exudes a warm, organic sensibility perfectly suited to 
natural settings. It brilliantly withstands the elements, acquiring a rich patina over time.

BRASS CARE

•  The natural brass finish will develop a graceful dark matte patina over the course of 12 
months if left uncovered. The lantern can be restored to its original luster by polishing.

•  Use a non-woven abrasive pad or light sandpaper to rub down the metal to its original 
brass surface.

•  To protect the brass and maintain the original bright sheen, periodically sand and clean 
with an application of wax or lacquer.

•  Avoid letting water stand on the surface of your lanterns.
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BROWN JORDAN BRASS

Brown Jordan brass is designed to softly patina over time. This is a natural and desirable feature 

of the material; aging to a reddish brown patina and an olive green patina, depending on lo-

cal conditions.  A red patina can initially be seen early in the aging process due to oil left from 

fingerprints and a more reddish-brown patina on furniture that has been stored and used indoors 

for long periods of time.  An olive green patina has been witnessed on furniture left outside to the 

elements.  The last differentiation in oxidation can be noted at weld joints.  This is due to a differ-

ent alloy used in the welding rod.  It is a subtle difference, which will show a different shade of 

the same color at all weld locations.

As seen in the below photographs, Brown Jordan has only observed such a bright red copper color 

during Salt Spray testing and when chemicals have been used on the brass.  It appears that the 

copper has either come to the surface or the zinc has been leached out.  

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

At any state of the aging process, the metal can be rubbed down to its original brass surface with 

a non-woven abrasive pad or light sandpaper.  Brown Jordan recommends that you allow the brass 

to patina naturally as this will only lengthen the process.  But if you wish to protect the brass and 

keep the bright sheen, periodic maintenance is required, which includes sanding and cleaning 

with an application of wax or lacquer to slow the aging process.
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BROWN JORDAN BRASS

Brown Jordan brass is designed to softly patina over time. This is a natural and desirable feature 

of the material; aging to a reddish brown patina and an olive green patina, depending on lo-

cal conditions.  A red patina can initially be seen early in the aging process due to oil left from 

fingerprints and a more reddish-brown patina on furniture that has been stored and used indoors 

for long periods of time.  An olive green patina has been witnessed on furniture left outside to the 

elements.  The last differentiation in oxidation can be noted at weld joints.  This is due to a differ-

ent alloy used in the welding rod.  It is a subtle difference, which will show a different shade of 

the same color at all weld locations.

As seen in the below photographs, Brown Jordan has only observed such a bright red copper color 

during Salt Spray testing and when chemicals have been used on the brass.  It appears that the 

copper has either come to the surface or the zinc has been leached out.  

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

At any state of the aging process, the metal can be rubbed down to its original brass surface with 

a non-woven abrasive pad or light sandpaper.  Brown Jordan recommends that you allow the brass 

to patina naturally as this will only lengthen the process.  But if you wish to protect the brass and 

keep the bright sheen, periodic maintenance is required, which includes sanding and cleaning 

with an application of wax or lacquer to slow the aging process.

Original brass

Brass at 6 months

Brass at 1 year

Brass at 20 years
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BROWN JORDAN BRASS

Brown Jordan brass is designed to softly patina over time. This is a natural and desirable feature 

of the material; aging to a reddish brown patina and an olive green patina, depending on lo-

cal conditions.  A red patina can initially be seen early in the aging process due to oil left from 

fingerprints and a more reddish-brown patina on furniture that has been stored and used indoors 

for long periods of time.  An olive green patina has been witnessed on furniture left outside to the 

elements.  The last differentiation in oxidation can be noted at weld joints.  This is due to a differ-

ent alloy used in the welding rod.  It is a subtle difference, which will show a different shade of 

the same color at all weld locations.

As seen in the below photographs, Brown Jordan has only observed such a bright red copper color 

during Salt Spray testing and when chemicals have been used on the brass.  It appears that the 

copper has either come to the surface or the zinc has been leached out.  

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

At any state of the aging process, the metal can be rubbed down to its original brass surface with 

a non-woven abrasive pad or light sandpaper.  Brown Jordan recommends that you allow the brass 

to patina naturally as this will only lengthen the process.  But if you wish to protect the brass and 

keep the bright sheen, periodic maintenance is required, which includes sanding and cleaning 

with an application of wax or lacquer to slow the aging process.

Original brass

Brass at 6 months

Brass at 1 year

Brass at 20 years


